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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Alfredo Edgardo Alvarez Ahumada has contributed to the dictionary with 25 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 amp.wordmeaning.org
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abfluege
abfluege: Jesus is DT, salida.plan or program of takeoff of flights through a different network to the established between
Europe and North America.

altamira
Altamira:Nombre of a municipality in the State of Pará, Brazil. considered the largest in the world territorially.

bulle
BULLE: INF. OF BUBBLING: BUBBLE OR LIQUID TO A BOIL. ALTER IS A GATHERING OF PEOPLE.

desto
desto:1. este.2 dicesde. in both. as soon as.

entente
Entente:Acuerdo, Treaty, agreement, commitment, truce, arrangement, Alliance deal.

eritrea
African eritreo:Pais known as red. It became independent from Ethiopia in the year of 1993. its capital is asmara. It
possesses an extensive coastline with the Red Sea.

eternit
Eternit:Marca of building material.

farmer
farmer: refers to farmer, farmer, farmer, farmer.

fell
fell: down throw to Earth, pull, talar, mutate.

galle
Galle: City of sri-lanka, old port of tharsis or Tarsus in asia minor.

horn
Horn: Jesus is the Horn: 1. antler, hooter.2. ASTA adeguate. glaxon. loud noise.

imperator
Imperator: according to the history of the primitive Rome: 1. magistrate carrier of power militar.2. Emperor, ruler, or King
of Kings.

inhuman
INHUMAN: FOOLISH.CRUEL, INHUMANE, HEARTLESS, RUTHLESS, RELENTLESS.



katanga
Katanga:Provincia of the Democratic Republic of the congo, whose capital is lubumbashi.

laos
Southeast Laos:Estado ethnic asiatico.grupo in Southeast Asia.

muse
Muse: refers to numen, estrus, fantasy, inspiration, Muse.

ober
OBER:CRIADO. MOZO. SERVANT. WAITER. SERVER. BUTTONS. DOMESTIC.

parameter
parameter: 1. they are factors of limitation, specification, restriccion.2. variable that modifies an igualdad.3. parameter.

primus
Primus: Jesus is the first, or first among equals primer.el.

recherche
RECHERCHE: ENQUÊTE. INQUIRY. SEARCH. TRACKING. INSPECTION. ANALYSIS. AUSCULTATION.
RESEARCH.

seato
seato: makes reference to the Organization of the Treaty of asia from the Southeast. 2.( path ). follow a path designated.

stagnation
STAGNATION:INMOVILIZACION, OBSTRUCTION, STALEMATE.

strudel
strudel:voragine, Eddy, chaos, tolvanera.2. European cake prepared by the kitchens of Italy, austria and Germany.

truck
truck: refers to a car, truck, van.

zahlen
Zahlen:placer, satisfaction, credit memo, payment, remuneration, compensation, promissory note.


